
Clean solutions for all aspects  
of occupational health,  
safety and hygiene



Clean solutions for all aspects of  
occupational health, safety and hygiene
ZVG is your full-range supplier of professional and innovative solutions for cleaning, dusting and protecting.  
Thus ZVG is the ideal partner for industry, trade, hospitals, homes for the elderly, municipal facilities, public institutions  
and the catering services industry.

All ZVG products are manufactured either in our own production facilities, or in close co-operation with leading  
manufacturers at home and abroad. Quality, effectiveness, and the environmental compatibility of these products  
are carefully tested in advance before they are added to our product range.



With our field service employees and authorized dealers, we ensure reliable consulting and on-site service. This close contact  
with practical applications enables us to develop products for individual use and economic implementation. We work continuously  
on adding new, high-performance, and economical products to our product line that exceed your expectations and needs.  
Should you not find an item in our offering, please contact our competent employees. Together we will then work out a solution  
that is appropriate for your requirements.

If you would like detailed information about specific products, please request our brochures 
and our price list. Moreover, we would be pleased to prepare an individual offer for you  
with no obligation.



Economic cleaning, care, and polishing
In industrial production or in commercial enterprises and in the food service industry, cleanliness  
of the workplace and care of machines are crucial.

With the right cleaning, disinfecting, and care agents from ZVG this is  
easily accomplished. In this regard we offer professional products  
for a broad spectrum of application areas. 

zetPutz®

Wipers and wiper rolls 

zetSorb®

Oil absorbing wipers

zetZubehör®

Cleaning accessories and mats

zetClean®

Cleaning and care products



Industry and trade • Cleaning and care zetPutz® · zetSorb® · zetClean® · zetZubehör

zetPutz® wipers and wiper rolls

The zetPutz® product line comprises a variety of highly absorbent, lint-free wipers and wiper rolls for a wide  
range of applications.

From robust, rewashable, and solvent-resistant wipers to high-quality special wipers – zetPutz® always offers  
a clean and economical alternative.



zetSorb® oil-absorbing wipers

Our zetSorb® oil-absorbing wipers are suitable for dust-free absorption of heavy and light oils, fuels, chemicals, and many substances  
that are not soluble in water. The environmental-friendly fleece material can absorb several times its own weight, is resistant to heat,  
and it floats.



Wiper Bowl® Magic Power 
Wipes separate and remove smears!

zetZubehör dusting and cleaning systems

The zetZubehör product line includes other high-quality products from the area of hygiene, cleaning and safety, such as entry mats,  
or dusting and cleaning systems. Thus at ZVG you have a single source for all your cleaning needs.
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We do everything to ensure  
that the chemistry is right
Products of the zetClean® product line from ZVG can be used in all areas that involve the  
cleaning, disinfection, and care of surfaces. They are suitable for industrial applications and  
for household use.

In the ZVG product line you will find a broad range of products, from dish washing  
detergents to glass cleaners, from disinfectants to floor cleaners. Whether liquid, paste,  
or gel, in each case the product is matched to your special needs.

The zetClean® product line also includes dermatologically tested soaps,  
hand washing lotions and hand protection creams.

zetClean®

Cleaning and care products



zetClean® cleaning agents

The cleaning products of the zetClean® product line are available in different container sizes; there are all-purpose cleaners, as 
well as versatile special products. Whether oil residues are removed in the workshop, deep cleaning is undertaken in the commercial 
kitchen or in the healthcare sector, the detailed product information from ZVG always helps you find the suitable product. 
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zetClean® professional vehicle detailing 

The vehicle is an important and valuable assistance object in industry, commerce and trade. Moreover, it is a particularly conspicuous  
calling card of every enterprise. For these reasons optimal care and maintenance of the fleet are necessary. Here as well, in the  
zetClean® product line from ZVG there is now an extensive range of professional products, from cleaners and polishes to care products 
for tires and other rubber parts.



Interior detailing for motor vehicles

For professional interior cleaning of vehicles, in the zetClean® product line  
there are special cleaners for upholstery, carpets, leather elements and plastic parts.  
The product line is rounded out with cockpit spray and air fresheners – at ZVG  
you have single source for all of this.
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Hygiene in the washroom
Many requirements are imposed on a washroom. Primarily it must be functional. The entire inventory is designed for effective  
hygienic cleaning. 

All products in the ZVG product range satisfy the most rigorous hygienic requirements, and in addition to use in washrooms of  
businesses, they are also suitable for use in the food-processing industry, food service industry, hospitals and other care facilities.

zetForm®

Folded paper towel systems

zetRoll®

Paper towel roll systems

zetGigant®

Toilet hygiene 

zetMatic®

Dispenser systems

Products of tthe Colored Edition are also available in blue.



Washroom hygiene  • Dispenser systems  zetForm® · zetRoll® · zetGigant® · zetMatic®

zetRoll® paper towel roll systems

The ZVG product line offers disposable paper towel rolls  
in different sizes and colors – with or without perforation.  
Suitable for a wide variety of paper towel dispensers.

zetForm® folded paper towel systems

ZVG disposable folded paper towels are available in different sizes, qualities and colors, and are  
suitable for use with zetMatic® dispensers and other dispensers. We offer paper towels in zig-zag fold, 
ply fold, or interfold. 

Multiclean®  
Home & Mechanic 
the highly-absorbent 
wiper roll



zetGigant® toilet paper rolls

The classic among paper tissues, toilet paper is also  
included in the ZVG product line. In many variations  
– giant roll, small roll or single sheets –2-ply or 3-ply.

  
Laboratory and  
cosmetic tissues in the practical zetBox®.
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zetMatic® dispenser systems

In addition to dispenser systems for folded paper towels and hand towel rolls, as well as 
toilet paper dispensers and soap dispensers, other washroom items are also offered in the 
zetMatic® product line. Select from the Economy (plastic) and Premium (stainless steel) 
product series, depending on the desired look, and suitable application area of the  
dispensers.

In the zetMatic® product 
line suitable dispensers are also 
available for commercial needs.

Premium dispensers  
(e.g. for liquid soaps)

Economy dispensers  
(e.g. for toilet paper)

In the ZVG product line  
dispensers and content are  
not the only things that are  
optimally matched.  
The 3-step system combines  
skin protection, skin cleaning,  
and skin care to effectively prevent 
harm to the skin.

Economy dispensers  
(e.g. for foam soap)



Safety and comfort – for perfect protection 
at the workplace

Personal protective equipment (PPE) must be adapted to the special requirements of the particular 
workplace. The zetDress® product line of disposable protective clothing from ZVG combines 

effective protection and a high level of wear comfort. CE-tested, high-quality zetDress® 
coveralls offer the required protection for the respective objective. Put together the personal 

protective equipment that meets your specific requirements.

We offer many additional products, as supplements to the coveralls in our  
zetDress® product line, such as overshoes, smocks, aprons, arm sleeves, 

hoods, etc.

zetMask®

Respiratory masks 

zetDress®

Protective clothing



Protective clothing  zetMask® · zetDress®

zetMask® disposable respiratory masks

The zetMask® line of disposable respiratory masks includes filter masks for a number of applications in different protection classes. 
Regardless of whether you require protection from impure breathing air, protection against toxic chemicals, or reliable protection  
against infection. This product line brings the latest research and product developments together for your health and safety. 

The infection protection set for use  
in the chemicals industry  
or civil protection applications



zetDress® disposable protective clothing

ZVG's disposable protective clothing product line combines effective 
protection, a high level of wear comfort, and ensures compliance with  
strict EC occupational health and safety requirements. The CE-tested, 
high-quality zetDress® coveralls are each optimally matched to the 
respective task area.

Particulate-resistant and spray-tight, secutex® SL is optimally suited for 
handling hazardous liquid, solid or aggressive chemicals. The protective  
suits made of multi-ply breathable SMS material are suitable for use in 
maintenance and rehabilitation tasks in the food industry or pharmaceuticals 
industry. We also carry specialist coveralls for the requirements in workshops 
and production facilities.



To complement the coveralls we also offer a number of additional products, such as overshoes,  
smocks, aprons, arm sleeves, hoods, etc.

Optimal wear comfort is among our top priorities for all zetDress® and zetMask® products.  
Occupational health and safety requirements are only fully satisfied if protective  

clothing fits safely, and if neither vision nor freedom of movement are restricted. 

Protective clothing  zetMask® · zetDress®



Perfect hygiene in the healthcare sector
Products for geriatric and nursing care, as well as rescue services, represent a significant part of the ZVG product 
line. In addition to the special products listed below, many of the  
"conventional" ZVG products are suitable for use in medical  
applications due to their special hygienic characteristics.

zetMedica®

Care needs 



In the zetMedica® product line from ZVG there is an abundance of articles that have been especially developed for use in geriatric 
and nursing care, as well as rescue service applications. Whether washing gloves, protective bedding and transport bedding, gloves  
or masks, at ZVG you are sure to find the right product for faultless, hygienic patient care. 

The high-quality Multitex® Wipes of 100 % PET – combined with ready-to-use application solutions or cleaning fluids in the  
Wiper Bowl® Safe & Clean dispenser bucket are optimally suited for cleaning and disinfection of sensitive areas.

The economical wipe dispenser systems 
Wiper Bowl® Safe & Clean for thorough  
disinfection and cleaning is now also available  
as a disposable bucket for high-risk areas. 

Multisoft® Care is the right choice 
for fast, gentle cleansing and care in 
cases of incontinence and anus pra-
eter. The care product is dermatologi-
cally tested and is particularly suitable 
for bed-ridden patients.

NEW

In the zetMedica® product line there are 
disposable blankets as white, 5-ply,  
cellulose filled blankets, as well as quilted 
blankets with polyester filling.

Healthcare supplies  zetMedica®



Special productions!
In the ZVG range there are hundreds of top-quality standard 

products. They fulfil the most varied requirements, and are 
always adapted to the appropriate target group. However, 

should you require a non-standard product, we are an 
even better point of contact for you.

Standard products are 
available on every street 
corner.  
We make your products 
unique.
•Customized presentation
•Tailored dimensions
•Special packagings
•Individual solutions



Whether your operation needs specially sized protective covers for your robots, or you want to distinguish yourselves from 
other companies through the customization of your protective clothing, there are (almost) no bounds to the individualization 
potential from ZVG. 

We can create branded napkins and dirt-trapping mats just as easily as we can make 
cloths in special dimensions.

And we are always ready to discuss the implementation of unusual ideas relating 
to our products. Contact us.

Special productions 



Your partner for ZVG quality products:
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zetDress® zetMask® zetPutz® zetSorb® zetForm® zetRoll®  

zetGigant® zetClean® zetMedica® zetMatic® zetZubehör


